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Abstract—To fend off network ossification and support high degrees of flexibility and various services, network virtualization and
slicing are introduced for the next-generation wireless cellular networks. These two technologies allow diversifying attributes of the
future inter-networking and time-varying workloads based resource management paradigms. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end
(E2E) resource allocation framework for future networks considering radio and core network by leveraging network function
virtualization (NFV). We aim to minimize the network cost defined based on the utilized energy and spectrum while providing E2E
quality of service (QoS) for diverse services with stringent QoS requirements. This goal is realized by formulating a novel optimization
problem which performs the power and spectrum allocation in radio, and service function chaining and scheduling in the NFV
environment while guaranteeing the distinct QoS constraints of the requested services. The proposed optimization problem is
mixed-integer non-linear programming, which is a non-convex and NP-hard problem. To solve it, we adopt an iterative algorithm with
novel admission control and a greedy-based heuristic algorithm, which is shown to have a polynomial order of complexity with 13.66%
global optimality gap on average for a small scaled network. To validate the proposed framework, simulation results are carried out by
considering different values of the network parameters and topologies. Moreover, our proposed framework and solution algorithm are
assessed and compared with the existing works. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed heuristic algorithm and framework
outperforms the existing ones by 34% on average in cost reduction.
Index Terms—Resource allocation, optimization, network function virtualization (NFV), E2E QoS, energy minimization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
TO FULFILL THE PROLIFERATION of the data traffic andvarious applications requirements, communication ser-
vice providers (CSPs) need to re-design their infrastructure
to support programmability and fine granularity against
the rigid networks [1]. At the same time, CSPs are un-
der pressure to keep up with the capacity demands and
launch differentiated offerings at a short time in a highly
competitive service and market. Fifth-generation (5G) and
beyond are being standardized to meet these requirements
by leveraging the network function virtualization (NFV)
and softwarization technologies [2]. NFV is introduced as an
interesting technology to reduce the network cost and time
to market by virtualizing all the appliances such as servers,
routers, storage, and switches [3]–[7]. Moreover, NFV not
only provides the commercial off-the-shelf hardware to run
a wide spectrum of the virtual network functions (VNFs)1
and deploy cloud-native networks and applications but it is
also a key enabler of network slicing [8] that allows creating
multiple logical networks from a physical network [9], [10].
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1. Examples of VNFs includes firewall, deep packet inspection,
transcoding, and load balancing [2]. In this paper, VNF and network
function (NF) are the same.
However, some challenges are raised in this area such as
NFV resource allocation and orchestration [5], [7], [10]. This
paper focuses on resource management on core and access
networks applying NFV and network slicing from network
cost perspective.
1.1 Background to NFV and Resource Allocation
NFV environment comprises of three entities, namely VNFs,
NFV infrastructure (NFVI), and NFV management and
orchestration (NFV-MANO) [11], [12]. Note that each NS
consists of multiple elements, namely VNF forwarding
graphs (VNF-FGs), virtual links, physical network functions
(PNFs), VNFs, and NFVI where they requires a new and
different sets of management and orchestration functions.
Generally speaking, these functions refer to the NFV re-
source allocation (RA) and orchestration that are widely
appeared in the literature in recent years [3], [5], [13]–[17].
NFV-RA consists of three phases: 1) VNF-FG in which
the chaining and the connectivity of the VNFs in an NS
is determined, which is also known as the service func-
tion chaining (SFC) [18], 2) VNF embedding (placement)
in which VNFs are mapped to servers/virtual machines
(VMs) [19], and 3) VNF scheduling in which the running
time for a VNF under given constraints is determined [10].
Each of the above mentioned phases has a pivotal impact on
the network performance, its reliability, operation cost, and
the experienced QoS. Nevertheless, optimizing all of these
phases gives significant reduction in the cost for CSPs and
provides various range of services/applications for the end-
users and verticals in the shortest time to market.
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2In addition to the NFV resource orchestration in the
cloud-based core network, the access network plays a key
role in the QoS provisioning and user experience as well as
the network OpEx, and has some impacts on the NFV re-
source allocation regarding the cloud-radio access network
(cloud-RAN) and the generated traffic [20], [21], [21], [22].
Note that proposing an NFV and radio RA framework to
provide E2E QoS for end-users and network cost reduction
is the main focus of this paper.
1.2 Related Works
We provide a review on related works which are catego-
rized into three groups, namely NFV, network slicing, and
network cost model.
1.2.1 NFV-RA
Based on the previous discussions on NFV, we can further
divide NFV-RA into scheduling, embedding, and SFC prob-
lems as discussed in the following.
1.2.1.1 VNF-Scheduling: In [23], a VNF scheduling
problem is investigated and a joint VNF scheduling and
traffic steering problem is formulated as a mixed-integer
nonlinear problem (MINLP). A low computational complex-
ity matching-based algorithm is devised for online VNF
scheduling in [24]. The authors in [25] study the VNF
scheduling by formulating a MILP problem whose objec-
tive is to minimize the latency of all VNFs. They adopt a
genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem in a
low complexity manner. In our proposed scheduling model,
the processing latency is captured from the resources given
to each VNF and the amount of bit rate passing through
the VNF compared to the fixed processing latency that is
assumed in [3], [7], [23]–[25].
1.2.1.2 VNF-Embedding/Mapping/Placement: In
[19], the problem of NF placement is studied and the cost
of having VMs2 are studied. An automated decentralized
method for online placement and optimization of VMs in
NFV-based network is proposed in [26]. In [27], VNF embed-
ding with the aim of minimizing time-varying workloads
of physical machines is studied. Furthermore, users’ SFC
requests and factors such as basic resource consumption and
time-varying workload are taken into consideration. The
authors in [28] formulate a joint operational and traffic cost
optimization problem whose goal is finding a cost-efficient
VNF placement algorithm. To solve it, they propose a mod-
ified version of the Markov approximation technique that
is a combination of Markov and matching algorithm. The
reason behind the proposed approach is that the Markov
approximation suffers from a long-time convergence, and
cannot be applied in practice for large networks.
1.2.1.3 VNF-SFC: In an NFV-based network, each
service consists of a set of NFs that need to be executed
in a specific order to provide the service, which is called
SFC. Each SFC is the heart of the insertion of particular
business services into the network and its simple definition
is linkage of NFs to form a NS. The SFC problem in NFV
context is widely investigated in the literature [18], [29]–[31].
A dynamic SFC deployment is proposed in [30] in which the
2. In this paper, VM, node, and server have the same meaning, and
the cost of steering the traffic into the servers are investigated.
authors consider a trade-off the between resource consump-
tion and operational overhead. The authors in [31] study the
reliability concerns with reducing the experienced delays by
incorporating the VNF-decomposition-based backup strate-
gies into a MILP problem.
1.2.2 Combination of NFV-RA Phases and Network Slicing
In [3], an online scheduling and embedding algorithm is
proposed in which the capacity of the available buffers and
the processing time of each VNF is considered. The authors
propose a set of greedy-based algorithms for mapping and
scheduling. Moreover, the cost, revenue, and acceptance
ratio of these algorithms are compared. The VNF placement
in a network with several mobile virtual network operators
(MVNOs) is investigated in [32] in which a slice schedul-
ing mechanism is introduced to isolate the traffic flow of
MVNOs and optimize the VNF placement based on the
available radio resources. The joint VNF placement and ad-
mission control (AC) with maximizing the network provider
revenue in terms of bandwidth and capacity are studied
in [33]. The authors in [34] propose an RA algorithm that
integrates the placement and scheduling of VNFs. In [35], a
framework for providing on-demand network slicing with
leveraging softwarization and virtualization technologies is
proposed. The authors of that work define each slice as a
SFC with a specific life cycle and end-to-end (E2E) delay
as the key performance indicators. Then the allocation of
the requested resources of each slice is formulated as an
optimization problem in which the goal is to minimize the
cost of the resource utilization.
The authors in [36] propose a new monitoring architec-
ture that is a local entity called monitoring agent with an
eye on the hierarchical architecture to orchestrate the net-
work resources taking into account the resource demands
in terms of slices. Moreover, they propose a new protocol
for monitoring service status of local agents. However, they
do not pay attention to the E2E resource orchestration, and
mainly focus on the scalability of the architecture to reach
a flexible network with negligible network overhead. The
authors in [37] formulate a MILP optimization problem to
orchestrate the underlying resources according to the users’
requirements in a cost-efficient manner. Since the considered
framework is based on the network slicing, they assume
that each slice has a set of SFCs with some NFs that are vir-
tually interconnected. Actually, they propose a framework
that maps the virtual SFCs into the underlying/physical
networks under resources, links, and latency constraints.
However, the main drawback of their work is that they
do not consider the processing and waiting time in the
latency. Therefore, this approach is only appropriate for core
network slicing.
1.2.3 Cost Model
Cost-saving (OpEx and CapEx) solutions are important for
future networks not only for vendors and infrastructure
providers but also for CSPs from revenue maximization as-
pect. Therefore, many works have appeared in this area [19],
[28], [34], [35], [37]–[40]. One branch of studies, introduces
energy efficiency in cloud-enabled data centers [37], [39],
and IoT networks [41]. In particular, [42] formulates the total
cost of links and nodes by defining the link connection cost
3and VNF setup cost, and then investigates an embedding
and routing policy such that the network cost is minimized.
The objective of [19] is to minimize the total system cost
under the allocation of functions to nodes and assignment
of clients to functions. The cost is defined based on the
allocated resources of machines to functions. The authors of
[37] aim to minimize the number of nodes hosting the NFs
under the placement, latency, and bandwidth constraints.
Moreover, [43] focuses on the energy saving in the cloud-
RAN by determining the radio unit sleep scheduling and
VM consolidation strategies. To this end, the authors define
a general form of the power consumption which includes
the active and static consumed power. To save more energy,
they also assume that if there is no user to serve in radio
units, VMs of the radio units are shut down.
As previously mentioned, one objective of this paper
is to diminish the network cost defined as the number of
active/on VMs in cloud-nodes and the radio power and
spectrum. The motivation behind this is that we study the
radio and NFV cost alongside with each other to investigate
the effect of each of which on different service types, total
network cost, and modeling of the network slicing cost (see
simulation results, especially, Fig. 6). For example, high data
rate services have more effect on the radio cost than low
latency services. The works in [43] and [37] have a similar
approach to this paper in energy efficiency modeling as they
aim to minimize the total power consumption in a cloud-
RAN and the number of nodes hosting NFs. However, their
considered approach is not a practical model for taking
into account the total network cost, since the total network
cost not only includes OpEx (can be considered the utilized
energy in the whole of the network, i.e., radio and core) but
also CaPex cost, especially, the spectrum acquisition cost.
Therefore, these approaches have drawbacks for applying
the total network cost or slice provisioning cost.
In order to summarize, none of them investigate NFV-
RA jointly with the radio RA in an E2E QoS-aware frame-
work. However, in [44], the authors study a wireless-based
NFV in the context of cross-layer resource allocation. This
most recent letter optimizes the number of resource blocks
that are assigned to SFCs, links, and nodes. The objective
of the study is to minimize the total delay. As can be
inferred, our work has main differences compared to [44] in
terms of power optimization, scheduling, and considering
cost with E2E QoS requirements. At the same time, the
main drawback of the previous works is that they do not
consider the cost of the radio and NFVI resources in the total
network cost and performance. Obviously, in a real network,
for deploying the network slicing, providing E2E QoS is
pivotal in user-experience and network performance and
adds more challenges than NFV resource orchestration does.
The above discussion motivates us to introduce a novel E2E
RA including NFV and radio in a cloud-enabled network
aiming to minimize total network cost.
1.3 Contribution and Research Outcome
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We propose a novel E2E QoS-aware framework by
taking into account both the radio and NFV-RA in an
unified E2E RA optimization problem. The ultimate
goals of the proposed E2E framework are realizing the
E2E network slicing and providing cost-efficient E2E
QoS for the customers.
• We formulate a new optimization problem for radio
and NFV-RA called joint radio and NFV-RA (JRN-RA)
with the aim of minimizing the E2E network cost in
terms of the utilized radio resources, i.e., power and
spectrum, as well as the number of active VMs/servers.
By this approach, we can reduce the consumption of
power in the active state and at the same time save
power in the idle mode (e.g., low power state). Hence, it
would be a more effective way to achieve more energy
saving.
• To overcome the restriction on the network resources
which may cause the infeasibility of the optimization
problem, we devise a novel elastication-based AC algo-
rithm and iterative/multi-stage approach to solve the
proposed optimization problem.
• By applying the iterative approach, we solve iteratively
the radio and NFV-RA sub-problems. The NFV-RA sub-
problem is a non-linear integer programming problem.
To solve it, we propose a greedy-based low complexity
algorithm whose aim is minimizing the number of
active VMs/servers. Moreover, we compare its perfor-
mance with the state of the art works, e.g., [3].
• We assess and compare the performance of the pro-
posed framework with [37], [43] in Section 5.3 from
the defined cost and acceptance ratio point of views. In
numerical results, we show that the proposed system
model outperforms the state of the art.
• We prove the convergence of the solution of the JRN-
RA problem and analyze its computational complexity.
Moreover, we investigate the optimality gap of the
proposed iterative algorithm. Numerical results reveal
that the proposed solution has a polynomial order
of complexity with an acceptable optimality gap as
13.66% on average.
1.4 Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2,
the system model and problem formulation are explained.
The proposed solution is presented in Section 3. In Section
4, the computational complexity and convergence of our
solution are discussed. The simulation results are presented
in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusion remarks is
inferred.
Symbol Notations: Vector and matrices are indicated by
bold lower-case and upper-case characters, respectively. A
denotes set {1, . . . , A}, A(i) is the i-th element of set A,
and Rn is the set of n dimension real numbers. Moreover,
Ud[a, b] denotes the uniform distribution in interval a and
b and |.| indicates absolute value.
2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider E2E network of an operator in which it com-
prises radio access and core network with an access point
and some NFV-enabled cloud nodes/servers as shown in
Fig. 1. Details of the considered system model and its
4parameters are stated in two main parts, i.e., access and
core network descriptions as follows. It can be noticed that
wireless channel states in the radio domain change rapidly,
while parameters of NFV (e.g., SFC) change relatively slow.
In this paper, since we do not study the long-term opti-
mization, we assume that the network variant parameters
in the radio (e.g., channel information) and NFV (e.g., SFC)
parts are fixed in our optimization problem as in the existing
works [43], [44]. This means that we solve the optimization
problem with the given parameters where some of these
parameters. e.g., channel gains and the requested service’s
SFC, are changed in the adopted Monte Carlo simulation
method.
2.1 Radio Access Network Description
We consider a single-cell with a set U = {1, . . . , U} of
U users and a set K = {1, . . . ,K} of K subcarriers with
subcarrier spacing B. We define the subcarrier assignment
variable ρku with ρ
k
u = 1 if subcarrier k is allocated to user
u and otherwise ρku = 0. We assume orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) as the transmission tech-
nology in which each subcarrier is assigned at most to one
user. To consider this, the following constraint is introduced:∑
u∈U
ρku ≤ 1,∀k ∈ K. (1)
Let hku be the channel coefficient between user u and the BS
on subcarrier k, pku be the transmit power from the BS to
user u on subcarrier k, and σku be the power of additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN)3 at user u on subcarrier
k. The received signal to noise ratio (SNR) of user u on
subcarrier k is γku =
pkuh
k
u
σku
, and the achievable data rate (in
bits per second/Hz) of user u on subcarrier k is given by
rku = ρ
k
u log(1 + γ
k
u),∀u ∈ U , k ∈ K. (2)
Hence, the total achievable rate of user u is given by
Ru =
∑
k∈K r
k
u, ∀u ∈ U . The power limitation of BS is∑
k∈K
∑
u∈U ρ
k
up
k
u ≤ Pmax, where Pmax is the maximum
transmit power of BS.
2.2 NFV Environment Description
In this subsection, we explain how the generated traffic
of each user is handled in the network by performing
different NFs in the requested user’s NS4 on the different
servers/physical nodes by leveraging NFV5. In this regard,
we consider NFV-RA that consists of a new approach for
the embedding and scheduling phases. In the embedding
phase, we map each NF on the server that is capable to run
that NF. Note that we do not consider mapping virtual links
3. In this paper, we assume that an AWGN interfering source (IS)
interferes at the BS and all users on each subcarrier. We consider a
single cell with a BS, in a scenario with many cells and no coordination
between BSs, the inter-cell interference distribution converges to a
Gaussian and can be integrated into the interference of other cells which
can be modeled by the IS [45].
4. Defined by European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) as the composition of Network Function(s) and/or Network
Service(s), defined by its functional and behavioral specification [46].
5. Standardized by ETSI organization for 5G and beyond [47].
TABLE 1
Network parameters and notations
Notation Definition
U/U/u Set/number/index of users
N/N/n Set/number/index of VMs
F/F/f Set/number/index of NFs
S/S/s Set/number/index of NSs
Pmax Maximum transmit power of the BS
ρku Assignment of subcarrier k to user u
pku Transmit power of user u on subcarrier k
hku Channel coefficient between user u and the BS on subcarrier k
γku SNR of user u on subcarrier k
rku Achieved rate of user u on subcarrier k
yu Packet size of the requested service of user u
αf
s
m , ψf
s
m Processing and buffering demand of NF fm in NS s, respectively
τ˜
fsm
n Processing latency of NF fm on server n in NS s
Ln,Υn Processing and buffering capacity of VM n, respectively
ηn Server n activation indicator
β
fsm
u,n Server mapping between NF fsm of service s for user u, and node n
t
fsm
u,n Starting time of NF fsm of service s which is requested by user
u at node n
x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ Ordering indicator between NF f
s
m of service s for user u and
NF fs
′
m′ of service s
′ for user u′
on the physical links and leave it as an interesting future
work as [3], [48].
We consider S communication service (CS)6 types whose
set is S = {1, 2, ..., S} and M NFs whose set is F =
{fm | m = 1, . . . ,M}. The considered parameters of the
paper are stated in Table 2.2. Each CS s is defined by the
tuple CSs =
(
source node, destination node,Ωs, Dmaxs , R
min
s
)
where Ωs is the set of NFs which constructs NS s defined by
Ωs = {fsm} , m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, Dmaxs is the latency constraint
for each packet of NS s, and Rmins is the minimum required
data rate of NS s. We assume that each user can request at
most one CS at a time. It can be readily noticed that each CS
actually is a slice which includes(
nis, n
o
s,Ωs︸ ︷︷ ︸
SFC of each slice
, Dmaxs , R
min
s︸ ︷︷ ︸
QoS requirements
)
. (3)
where nis and n
o
s denote the source and destination nodes
of service s. Observe that (3) is practical and really forms a
slice which is requested by an end-user compared with [35]
which considers SFC as a slice. Notably, some users may
request the same slice.
We consider a set of VMs denoted by N = {1, ..., N}
in the network each of which has a limited amount of
computing and storage resources. We assume that each
server can process at most one function at a time [3], but it
can process any NF [3], if capable to run it. This processing
approach occurs sequentially for NFs as the time elapses.
We consider a generalized model for processor sharing of
VMs that is introduced in [3].
To design an energy efficient framework for NFV-
environment in our proposed system, we introduce a new
6. In this paper, the NS and CS are paired together. That means each
CS s has a NS with corresponding NFs that is denoted by set Ωs. Note
that CS is defined by the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP)
technical specification 28.530 [49].
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Fig. 1. High level presentation of considered E2E network of a operator with an example E2E flow for a user is denoted by red dashed line. All of
optimization variables are derived by the entity called resource orchestrator.
variable ηn to determine the active nodes, which is defined
as
ηn =
{
1, Node n is active,
0, Otherwise.
The goal of our work is to minimize the total number
of active VMs/servers in the network. The gain of this
approach is not only saving the consumption of the power in
the active mode (i.e., under load) but also saving the power
of the servers in the idle mode.
We introduce a binary variable βf
s
m
u,n (i.e., VNF-placement
variable) which denotes that NF fsm for user u in NS s is
executed at node n, and is defined as
βf
s
m
u,n =
{
1, NF fsm for u in NS s is executed at server n.
0, Otherwise.
When βf
s
m
u,n is 1, server n should be active, i.e., ηn = 1.
Therefore, we have the following constraint:
βf
s
m
u,n ≤ ηn, ∀n ∈ N ,∀u ∈ U ,∀fsm ∈ Ωs,∀s ∈ S. (4)
Each NF of each NS is performed completely at only one
VM at a time [23]. Therefore, we have∑
n∈N
βf
s
m
u,n ≤ 1,∀u ∈ U , fsm ∈ Ωs, s ∈ S. (5)
Moreover, we assume that each NF needs a specific num-
ber of CPU cycles per bit, i.e., αf
s
m , to run on the assigned
server. From the physical resource perspective, we assume
that each server n can provide at most Ln CPU cycles per
unit time, and hence, we have the following constraint:∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
fsm∈Ωs
yuα
fsmβf
s
m
u,n ≤ Ln,∀n ∈ N , (6)
where yu is the packet size of the service of user u. Here, we
assume that the packed size is equal to the number of bits
generated in a unit time. Hence, the elapsed time of each NF
fsm for each bit on server n ∈ N is obtained as follows:
τ˜f
s
m
n =
αf
s
m
Ln
,∀n ∈ N , fsm ∈ Ωs. (7)
Therefore, the total processing latency of running NF fsm on
server n for each packet with packet size yu is obtained as
τf
s
m
n = τ˜
fsm
n yu,∀n ∈ N , fsm ∈ Ωs. (8)
Additionally, we assume that each NF needs specific storage
size, i.e., ψf
s
m , when it is running on the server. Moreover,
each packet consumes yu buffer capacity, when it is waiting
for running a NF on an assigned server. Hence, from the
storage and buffer resource perspective, we consider that
each server has a limited buffer and storage size, i.e., Υn,
which leads to the following constraint:∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
fsm∈Ωs
(ψf
s
m + yu)β
fsm
u,n ≤ Υn,∀n ∈ N . (9)
2.3 Latency Model
In NFV-RA, our main aim is to guarantee the service re-
quirement, which includes maximum tolerable latency for
each packet with size yu of the requested services while
minimizing the energy consumption of VMs. The total la-
tency that we consider in our system model results from
executing NFs and queuing (waiting) time. In the following,
we calculate the total latency resulting from scheduling.
Remark 1. In this paper, our main aim is to model and in-
vestigate the effect of processing and scheduling latency on the
service acceptance and the network cost. Hence, we do not consider
the other latency factors such as propagation and transmission
latency in our model. In fact, our proposed scenario is focused
on intra data center communications and not appropriate for the
national-wide networks. It is worth noting that the aforementioned
latency is coming from the high order distance from the source and
application servers. Therefore, these concernes can be treated by
exploiting the mobile edge computing (MEC) and content delivery
networks (CDNs) technologies to bring the application servers
close to clients [50]. The extension of this work to MEC-enabled
networks is beyond the scope of the current paper, but planned in
future works.
62.3.1 Scheduling and Chaining
Each NF should wait until its preceding function is pro-
cessed before its processing can commence. The processing
of NS s ends when its last function is processed. Therefore,
the total processing time is the summation of the processing
times of the NFs at the various servers. For scheduling of
each NF on a server, we need to determine the start time
of it. Therefore, we define tf
s
m
u,n which is the start time of
running NF fsm of the requested service s for user u on
server n. Furthermore, we introduce a new variable x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ ,
in which, if NF fsm of user u is running after NF f
s′
m′ of user
u′, its value is 1, otherwise is 0. By these definitions, the
starting time of each NF can be obtained as follows:
tf
s
m
u,nβ
fsm
u,n ≥ max
{
max
∀fs′
m′∈Ωs′ ,u′∈U
{
x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ β
fs
′
m′
u′,n(t
fs
′
m′
u′,n + τ
fs
′
m′
n )
}
,
max
∀fs
m′′∈{Ωs−fsm},n′∈{N−n}
{
x
fsm,f
s
m′′
u,u β
fs
m′′
u,n′ (t
fs
m′′
u,n′ + τ
fs
m′′
n′ )
}}
,
∀fsm ∈ Ωs, fs
′
m′ ∈ Ωs′ , ∀s, s′ ∈ S,∀n ∈ N , ∀u ∈ U . (10)
To demonstrate how we formulate the scheduling of
NFs, the proposed scheduling policy is illustrated in Fig.
2. This figure is the state of the network assuming two NSs
each of which consists of some NFs and five VMs. The
processing time of each NF, τf
s
m
n is obtained by (8), i.e.,
τ
f21
5 =
τ˜f
2
1 yu
L5
. Each NF has a start time (denoted by tf
s
m
u,n)
to run on an assigned VM/server and elapsed processing
time (denoted by τf
s
m
n ) and is completed by the time given
by tf
s
m
u,n + τ
fsm
n on server n. As can be seen, VMs 3 and 1 are
off, since based on our aim and solution algorithm, three
VMs from five VMs are sufficient to ensure the requested
requirements.
It is worth noting that our problem is performed for a
snapshot assuming all the packets of the services which are
generated in unit time are fetched into the network at the
beginning of each unit time. Hence, the arrival time of all
packets is the same and can be set to zero. Therefore, the
total service chain latency for each user u on the requested
service is inferred as follows [24]:
DTotalu = max∀n∈N ,fsm∈Ωs,s∈S
{
tf
s
m
u,nβ
fsm
u,n + τ
fsm
n β
fsm
u,n
}
,∀u ∈ U .
(11)
2.4 Cost Model: Objective Function
Our aim is to minimize the total cost of the network. In this
regard, we define cost Ψ as the total amount of radio and
NFV resources that are utilized in the network to provide
services. In particular, the cost function is given as follows:
Ψ(P,ρ,η) = µ1
∑
u∈U,k∈K
pku + µ2
∑
u∈U,k∈K
B · ρku + µ3
∑
n∈N
ηn,
(12)
where µ1, µ2, µ3 ≥ 0 are constants with µ1 + µ2 + µ3 = 1
and are used for scaling and balancing the costs of different
resource types. Notably, the units of these parameters are,
respectively $/Watts, $/KHz, and $ for µ1, µ2, and µ3.
Therefore, the unit of cost function is in $.
2.5 Problem Formulation
Based on these definitions, our aim is to solve the following
JRN-RA optimization problem:
min
P,ρ,T,X,β,η
Ψ(P,ρ,η), (13a)
s.t: Ru ≥ Rminu , ∀u ∈ U , (13b)∑
u∈U
ρku ≤ 1,∀k ∈ K, (13c)∑
k∈K
∑
u∈U
ρkup
k
u ≤ Pmax, (13d)∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
fsm∈Ωs
yuα
fsmβf
s
m
u,n ≤ Ln,∀n ∈ N , (13e)∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
∀fsm∈Ωs
(ψf
s
m + yu)β
fsm
u,n ≤ Υn,∀n ∈ N , (13f)
tf
s
m
u,nβ
fsm
u,n ≥
max
{
max
∀fs′
m′∈Ωs′ ,u′∈U
{
x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ β
fs
′
m′
u′,n(t
fs
′
m′
u′,n + τ
fs
′
m′
n )
}
,
max
∀fs
m′′∈{Ωs−fsm}
n′∈{N−n}
{
x
fsm,f
s
m′′
u,u β
fs
m′′
u,n′ (t
fs
m′′
u,n′ + τ
fs
m′′
n′ )
}}
,
∀fsm ∈ Ωs, fs
′
m′ ∈ Ωs′ , ∀s, s′ ∈ S,∀n ∈ N , ∀u ∈ U ,
(13g)
DTotalu ≤ Dmaxs , ∀u ∈ U , (13h)
0 ≤ pku, ∀u ∈ U , k ∈ K, (13i)
βf
s
m
u,n ≤ ηn, ∀n ∈ N ,∀u ∈ U , fsm ∈ Ωs, (13j)∑
n∈N
βf
s
m
u,n ≤ 1,∀u ∈ U , fsm ∈ Ωs, s ∈ S, (13k)
ρku ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u ∈ U , k ∈ K, (13l)
βf
s
m
u,n ∈ {0, 1},∀u ∈ U , ∀fsm ∈ Ωs,∀s ∈ S, (13m)
x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ ∈ {0, 1},∀u, u′ ∈ U , u 6= u′,∀fsm,∀fs
′
m′ ∈ Ωs′ ,
(13n)
ηn ∈ {0, 1},∀n ∈ N , (13o)
where ρ = [ρku], β = [β
fsm
u,n], T = [t
fsm
u,n], P = [pku],
X = [x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ ], and η = [ηn]. In problem (13), constraint
(13b) ensures the minimum rate requirement, (13c) guaran-
tees that each subcarrier is assigned to at most one user,
(13d) is the transmit power constraint. Moreover, constraint
(13g) determines the scheduling principle, constraint (13e)
guarantees the processing requirement for each NF with
the corresponding packet size to run on the server, and
(13f) indicates the storage capacity requirement for both
buffering and running NFs. Constraints (13l)-(13o) are for
binary variables.
3 SOLUTION ALGORITHM
Optimization problem (13) is non-convex including both
mixed binary and continues variables with non-linear and
non-convex constraints. Hence, it is an intractable optimiza-
tion problem obtaining whose optimal solution requires
high computational complexity and time [33], [51]. There-
fore, we intend to develop an algorithm to reach a polyno-
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the proposed scheduling and formulation of (10).
mial order of complexity with local optimum. The adopted
algorithm is based on the iterative decomposition method.
Without considering NFV-RA, the radio RA problem,
separately, on the power and subcarrier allocation variables
is convex optimization problem, and hence, each of them
can be solved efficiently. While NFV-RA is MINLP with
large number of variables, i.e., T,X,η,β. These motivate
us to develop a new low complexity heuristic algorithm
to solve NFV-RA sub-problem that is stated with details in
Algorithm 2.
Since the optimization problem (13) can be infeasible,
we propose a novel AC algorithm (see Section 3.1) based on
elasticization method by introducing a new elastic variable.
In order to briefly explain of the elasticization method7,
assume that we have a constraint g(y) ≤ 0, where y ∈ Rn
is the objective variable. We elasticize it by g(y) ≤ A, where
A ≥ 0 is the objective variable. Based on this method,
the constraints that would make the JRN-RA optimization
problem infeasible are changed as follows. By applying this
method, we reformulate (13) as follows:
min
P,ρ,T,X,η,β,A
Ψ(P,ρ,η) +W ·A, (14a)
s.t: Rminu −Ru ≤ A, ∀u ∈ U , (14b)∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
∀fsm∈Ωs
[ψf
s
m + yu] · βfsmu,n
−Υn ≤ A,∀n ∈ N , (14c)∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
fsm∈Ωs
yuα
fsmβf
s
m
u,n − Ln ≤ A, (14d)
DTotalu −Dmaxs ≤ A,∀u ∈ U , (14e)
A ≥ 0, (14f)
(13c), (13d), (13j), (13k), (13g), (13i)− (13o),
where A is the elastic variable and W is a large positive
number, i.e., W  1. Note that since A can be any non-
negative value, the optimization problem (14) is feasible. By
solving the optimization problem (14), the infeasibility of the
main optimization problem (13) is determined. Therefore, if
the elastic variable A is positive, problem (13) is infeasible.
7. Further information can be found in [Section 6.1.4 [52]] [53].
To overcome the infeasibility of problem (13), we introduce
a new AC method to reject some services providing rooms
for the remaining ones. In fact, our proposed solution of
problem (13), namely, elasticization-based AC with ASM
(E-AC-ASM), has three main steps; 1) elasticization: in this
step the constraints which make problem (13) infeasible, are
elasticized 2) solving problem (14) with adopting ASM (see
Algorithm 1); 3) performing AC: in this step, based on the
value of elastic variable, whenA is positive, we perform AC.
The summary of the mentioned steps can be followed in Fig.
13. The block diagram illustrating the details of E-AC-ASM
to solve the optimization problem (13) is shown in Fig. 3.
3.1 Admission Control
Our proposed AC is based on the value of elastic variable of
problem (14). Whereas, ifA is non-zero, the original problem
(13) is infeasible. This means that one or more elasticated
constraints, i.e., (14b)-(14e), are not satisfied. To ensure these
constraints, we can increase network resources (e.g., server’s
capacities) or reject some of the users service requests. Since
the first method is not practical in more cases, we propose
to reject some requested services by adopting the proposed
AC. One of the major question in devising AC is which
one of the requested services should be rejected. In this
case, the requested services have diverse characteristics and
different effects on the utilization of the network resources,
and consequently on the infeasibility of problem (13). To
find the user which has the most effects on the infeasibility
and reject its service, we do as follows:
u? = argmaxuΓu , κ1
∣∣∣Rmins −Ru∣∣∣+
κ2
∣∣∣ ∑
n∈N
(∑
s∈S
∑
∀fsm∈Ωs
[ψf
s
m + yu] · βfsmu,n −Υn
)∣∣∣
+ κ3
∣∣∣ ∑
n∈N
∑
s∈S
∑
fsm∈Ωs
yuα
fsmβf
s
m
u,n − Ln
∣∣∣, (15)
where κ1 ≥ 0 per bps, κ2 ≥ 0, per bit and κ3 ≥ 0 per CPU
cycle per second are the fitting parameters to balance Γu
with units , respectively. We emphasize that (15) calculates
the gap between configuration values (e.g., minimum date
rate and VM capacity) and feasible values. Moreover, in
8Algorithm 1: Iterative RA for solving problem (14)
Input: TH = 10−4, ZTH = 30, z = 0, P(z) = [ PmaxU×K ],
T(z) = [t0], X(z) = [X0], β(z) = [β0], and
η(z) = [η0]
1 repeat
2 Step 1: obtain subcarrier assignment variable, i.e.,
ρ by solving (17)
3 Step 2: obtain power allocation variable, i.e., P,
and elastic variable, i.e., A, by solving
sub-problem (16)
4 Step 3: obtain NFV-RA variables, i.e., T,X,η, and
β by solving sub-problem (18) by Algorithm 2
5 z = z + 1
6 until |(Ψ +WA)(z) − (Ψ +WA)(z−1)|≤ TH or
z ≥ ZTH
Output: ρ,P, A,T,X,η, and β
(15) we use the values of the optimization variables of (14)
obtained by Algorithm 1. Based on this, we reject user u?.
Then, solve problem (14) with U ′ = U−{u?}. We repeat this
procedure until, we have A = 0 in the solution of problem
(14).
The re-formulated problem (14) is also non-convex and
intractable. In this regard, we solve it by dividing it into
three sub-problems by utilizing ASM. The first sub-problem
is power allocation and elasticization, the second one is
subcarrier allocation, and the last one is NFV-RA. In fact, the
first and second sub-problems are the radio RA sub-problem
and it is stated in Section 3.2. In the NFV-RA sub-problem,
all the optimization variables are integer and the problem
formulation and solution are presented in Section 3.3. More
details of the iterative solution of optimization problem
(14) are stated in Algorithm 1. Moreover, we investigate
the E-AC-ASM algorithm from different aspects, namely,
complexity, convergence and performance, and compare it
with other existing methods. In the next subsection, we
explain the solution of the aforementioned sub-problems.
3.2 Radio Access Network RA
The radio RA problem is divided into two sub-problems as
follows.
3.2.1 Power Allocation and Elasticated Sub-problem
The power allocation and elasticated sub-problem is pre-
sented as follows:
min
P,A
∑
u∈U
∑
k∈K
pku +W ·A, (16a)
s.t.: (14b)− (14f), (13d), (13i).
Sub-problem (16) is convex. Hence, it can be solved effi-
ciently by using the interior point method (IPM) with CVX
toolbox in MATLAB [54].
3.2.2 Subcarrier Allocation Sub-problem
The subcarrier allocation sub-problem is as follows:
min
ρ
∑
u∈U
∑
k∈K
ρku, (17a)
s.t: (14b), (13c), (13d), (13l).
Sub-problem (17) is an integer linear programming problem,
which can be solved by using binary convex optimization
solver MOSEK [55].
3.3 NFV-RA
The NFV-RA sub-problem is as follows:
min
T,X,η,β
∑
n∈N
ηn (18a)
s.t: (14c)− (14e), (13g), (13j)− (13o).
To solve sub-problem (18), we propose a new greedy-
based algorithm as a heuristic algorithm because (18) is
non-convex with large number of variables. We map and
schedule the functions on the servers to have the minimum
processing latency based on the greedy criterion. To this
end, we ascendingly sort the servers by the total processing
latency metric (greedy criterion). After that, the server with
the best rank, i.e., the highest available capacity in the sorted
list, is turned on. Then, either we activate another server, if
the previously activated servers cannot satisfy the resource
demands by NFs or we degrade the QoS of the users. Hence,
our proposed algorithm is based on minimizing the number
of active servers. Based on the algorithm, we ascendingly
sort users according to latency requirements and then we
start to map and schedule each of NFs on the servers. The
details of the proposed NFV-RA are stated in Algorithm 2.
4 CONVERGENCE AND COMPUTATIONAL COM-
PLEXITY
4.1 Convergence of the Solution Algorithm
Based on ASM, after each iteration, the objective function in
each sub-problem is enhanced and finally it converges. Fig.
4 shows an example about the convergence of our proposed
iterative algorithm. Clearly, it converges after few iterations.
Proposition 1. With a feasible initialization of problem (14), the
ASM algorithm converges to a sub-optimal solution.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.
Note that the value for the maximum iteration number,
i.e., ZTH, in Algorithm 1 is considered from the algorithm
implementation perspective to ameliorate the run time and
avoid the extra run time when a little improvement is
achieved in the objective function. Therefore, from the theo-
retical perspective, the algorithm iterations are not limited.
However, according to simulation results, the convergence
of Algorithm 1 is obtained after few iterations.
Proposition 2. Algorithm 2 is a monotonic algorithm. Therefore,
it generates the objective function values in the decreased order at
each iteration z. Bear in mind that z is the iteration number of
Algorithm 1.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the E-AC-ASM algorithm for solving main problem (13).
Algorithm 2: Proposed greedy-based heuristic NFV-
RA algorithm for solving sub-problem (18)
Input: Set system configuration parameters: S, F , Ωs,
αf
s
m , ρf
s
m
1 Sort in ascending order servers according to the total
latency of NFs on these servers and write server’s index
in N˜ (e.g., N = {1, . . . , 4} →N˜ = {3, 4, 1, 2} for N = 4)
2 Sort in ascending order all users according to the value of
Dmaxu and write users’s index in U˜ (e.g.,
U˜ = {2, 4, 1, 3, 5} for U = 5)
3 for n˜=1: N˜ do
4 Add N˜ (n˜) to set NˆUsed (Servers are in this set are
activated)
5 t′ = [0]1,n˜ (Servers in this set are activated) & ηn˜ = 1
6 for u˜=1: U˜ do
7 for m=1:|Ωs| do
8 if m ≥ 2 then
9 for nˆ=1: NˆUsed do
10 t˜
fsm
u,n˜ = max{t
fsm−1
u,n , t
′(n˜)}+ τfsmn˜
11 else
12 for nˆ=1: NˆUsed do
13 t˜
fsm
u,nˆ = t
′(nˆ) + τf
s
m
nˆ
14 Find server n in set NˆUsed which has lowest
t˜
fsm
u,n (greedy criteria)
15 β
fsm
u,n = 1 & Calculate
φ
fsm
u =
∑
n′∈N β
fs
m′
u,n′(t
fs
m′
u,n′ + τ
fs
m′
n′ )
16 for u′ ∈ U , u′ 6= u & fs′m′ ∈ Ωu′,s′ do
17 if βf
s′
m
u′,n = 1 & φ
fsm
u ≥ tf
s′
m′
u′,n then
18 x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ = 1
19 Calculate tf
s
m
u,n according to constraint (10)
20 t′(n) = tf
s
m
u,n
21 if (14c)-(14e) are satisfied then
22 Break
23 else
24 Return to line 5
Output: T , X , η, and β
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Fig. 4. An examples of convergence of iterative solution with (U =
30, F = 15, S = 10, and N = 20) and other parameters are based
on Table 4 and 3.
4.2 Computational Complexity
The main concerns behind developing an algorithm for solv-
ing optimization problems are the complexity order of the
algorithm and the performance in terms of the optimality
gap. To this end, we analyze the complexity of the proposed
algorithm as well as the optimality gap which is discussed
in Section 5.3.4. By utilizing the iterative approach, the
overall complexity of the algorithm is a linear combination
of the complexities of each sub-problem. Therefore, we
discuss each algorithm and demonstrate that the order of
the complexity is polynomial.
4.2.1 Radio RA
For the radio RA sub-problem, we utilize geometric pro-
gramming (GP) and IPM via CVX toolbox in MATLAB [54].
Based on this method, the computational complexity order
of power allocation sub-problem is given by
log(
C1
ξ% )
log(ς) where
C1 = 2U + N(1 + U) + 1 ≈ N × U, U > N, is the total
number of constraints of sub-problem (16), ξ is the initial
point for approximating the accuracy of IPM, 0 < %  1 is
the stopping criterion for IPM, and ς is the accuracy of IPM
[54]. Similarly, the complexity of sub-problem (17) is given
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TABLE 2
Complexity order of the proposed solutions
Algorithm Complexity
Greedy-based heuristic algorithm O(U2 × F ×N)
Greedy-based algorithm O(U2 × F ×N)
Power Allocation: CVX log
(
C1
ξ%
)
/log(ς)
Subcarrier Allocation: CVX-MOSEK log
(
C2
t0%
)
/log(ς)
by
log(
C2
ξ% )
log(ς) where C2 = U + K + 1 is the total number of
constraints of (17).
4.2.2 NFV-RA
Based on the proposed heuristic algorithm in Algorithm
2 for NFV-RA, the complexity order of sub-problem (18)
is the total number of main calculations that are required
for solving it. Hence, the upper bound of complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O(U2×F ×N). The order of computational
complexity of all sub-problems are summarized in Table 2.
5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed framework from
different aspects and compare it with some baselines. First
of all, we present the network configuration (next section)
and then discuss the obtained results (Section 5.2).
5.1 Simulation Environment and Software Toolbox
In this section, the simulation results are presented to evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed system model. We con-
sider U = 50 users which are randomly distributed in the
converge area of a BS with radius 500 m, σ = 10−7 Watts,
hku = xu,k(du)
−ϕ where ϕ = 3 is the path loss exponent,
xu,k is the Rayleigh fading, and du is the distance between
the BS and user u [56]. Moreover, we set K = 64, S = 20,
and N = 25. We suppose that the users request services
randomly with uniform distribution as RSu ∼ Ud[1, S]. We
define M = 15 different NFs with unique labels 1-15, i.e.,
F = {f1, . . . , f15}. Each NS s is a combination of several
NFs. Each NF in the requested service utilizes the existing
network resources until its processing time is completed.
The radio network and scaling/fitting parameter settings
are summarized in Table 3. Please note that the scaling
parameters are set based on the experimental evaluation of
the objective function. Also in some cases such as pricing
studies, some of them can be optimized, e.g., power unit cost
in [57]. For the sake of clarity of the network configuration,
also the main related core network parameters utilized in
these simulations for creating the VMs and services are
chosen randomly based on the uniform distribution with the
minimum and maximum values, i.e., Ud[minValue, maxValue]
that are shown in Table 4 [3]. The obtained results presented
next are based on the simulation in Matlab Software and
hardware with specs as Core i7 CPU and 8.00 GB RAM.
5.2 Simulation Results
The simulation results are discussed in two main categories:
1) The investigation of the proposed system model under different
network settings and parameters. The results of this category
are shown in Figures 5(a)-7(b).
2) Comparison of the solution algorithm and framework with the
considered baselines.
Note that the simulation results are obtained by averaging
over 500 Monte-Carlo runs. We discuss these results in the
following.
5.2.1 Service Acceptance Ratio
The service acceptance ratio (SAR) is defined by the ratio
of the number of accepted services by the network to the
total number of the requested services by users and is
obtained by κ = 1 − UˆU where Uˆ is the number of users
that their services are rejected based on the proposed AC.
It is a criterion to investigate the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm in utilizing total network resources to guarantee
the requested QoS and accept the service demands.
As can be seen from Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), the value
of the acceptance ratio depends on two main factors, i) the
network resources capacity; ii) the number of users (service
demands) and service QoS characteristics (latency and data
rate). Therefore, it is challenging to address high data rate
and provide low latency services.
Fig. 5(a) shows the variation of the SAR with different
values of the service latency and server’s processing capac-
ity. This result is obtained for N = 40, F = S = 15, U = 50,
αf
s
m = 20, Pmax = 40 Watts, and Rmins = 5 bps/Hz. Form
this figure, it can be seen that the rejection probability of
the low latency services is higher than that of other types
of services. The reason for this is that these services need
more servers with high processing capacity to reduce the
waiting and processing time. It is clear that by increasing
the latency from 0.3 to 1, the acceptance ratio is increased
approximately by 50%. Moreover, this figure shows the
impact of the minimum data rate on the acceptance of
the service request. As can be seen from this figure, in
contrast to the latency requirement, high data rate services
are rejected by the network. It would be better that we
investigate the effect of latency versus the data rate. Clearly,
if the minimum data rate value is doubled, on average
approximately 0.42920.7372 = 0.58 ≡ 58% of users are rejected.
Whereas, if the latency is halved (0.7 to 0.3), on average
approximately 0.11550.1555 = 0.74 ≡ 74% of users are rejected
by the network. Moreover, from this figure, we observe that
by increasing the maximum processing capacity form 2500
to 3500, the SAR improves by approximately 2 times. In
other words, physical resource capacity has a major effect
on the acceptance of services by the network, especially
for the average latency of about [1 2]. Whereas, high order
latency services are not sensitive to the value of the server’s
capacity.
Fig. 5(b) illustrates the variation of the value of SAR with
the number of users (service arrivals) for different service
deadlines and data rates. In this figure, we set K = 64,
Pmax = 80 Watts, N = 40, F = 15, Ln ∈ [500 2000]
CPU cycles per second, and S = 15. Clearly, by increasing
the number of users (service requests) the acceptance ratio
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TABLE 3
Radio access network configuration and fitting parameters values
Parameters(s) Value(s) Parameter Value
U Min= 5 Max= 50 µ1 1 $/Watts
K 64 µ2 1 $/KHz
σ 10−7 Watts µ3 10 $
BS radius 500 m κ1 50/bps/Hz
Pmax 40 Watts κ2 1/MB
% 3 κ3 1/CPU cycle per second
Rminu Min= 5 Max= 20 in bps/Hz —
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of SAR with different parameters.
TABLE 4
Core network configuration parameters values
Parameters(s) Value(s)
N Min= 15 Max= 40
Server storage/buffer capacity Min= 1000 Max= 1500 MB
NF storage demand Min= 5 Max= 15 MB
Number of services Min= 10 Max= 25
Number of NFs in each service Min= 5 Max= 15
Server processing capacity, i.e., Ln Min= 1500 Max= 3000
CPU cycle per second
Processing demand of each NF Min= 5 Max= 20
CPU cycle per bit per unit time
Service processing deadline Min= 0.3 Max= 7 Second
is decreased, especially for low latency services that have
the main contribution on the acceptance ratio. We observe
that increasing the number of low latency services leads to
reducing the acceptance ratio. For the large number of users,
the network guarantees some users’ service requirements
and other users are rejected. For this cases, based on κ, the
value of Uˆ is increased and U − Uˆ approximately reaches to
a fixed value.
Fig. 5(c) shows the variation of the SAR with increasing
the number of servers for different scenarios. In this figure,
we set U = [50 70], maxLn = 2500 bps, αf
s
m = 20, and
M = S = 15. Clearly, increasing the number of servers
in the network improves the SAR. Due to the fact that
increasing the number of servers reduces the waiting time
of NFs to run in the mapped servers. On the other hand,
the probability of the large number of mapped NFs on each
server is low and hence, the waiting and processing times
are reduced. Therefore, the latency and buffering require-
ments are satisfied and the acceptance ratio of services is
improved. From this figure, we conclude that the impact
of the number of active servers on the high data rate and
low latency services e.g., process automation [58] is more
than that of other services. Furthermore, by comparing Fig.
5(c) and Fig 5(a), we obtain that the effect of the server
processing capacity is more considerable than the number
of active servers on the low latency services. That means
the low latency services are rejected by the network because
their requirements need more resources in the network to
reduce waiting and processing times.
5.2.2 Network Cost
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the network cost versus the variation of
the number of users for Rmins = 10 bps/Hz and service
deadline 2 second. The network cost is comprised of both
radio and NFV resources costs in terms of power and
spectrum consumption and utilizing servers in the network.
It can be observed that by increasing the number of users
the network cost increases due to increase in both the radio
and NFV costs. It is clear that by increasing the number of
users the NFV cost increases rapidly compared to the radio
cost.
Fig. 7(a) investigates the impact of the total number
of users in the network on the utilization of resources
with different minimum data rates (as a packet size) and
service deadlines. In this experiment, we restrict the number
of servers to 80 with the maximum processing capacity
Ln = 3000, M = 15, S = 20, and αf
m
s = 20. We define the
utilization ratio as UtiRatio = rUrT where rU is the amount of
the resources utilized by the users and rT is the total server’s
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resources. From this figure, we infer that not only the packet
size has a direct effect on the utilization ratio, but also the
service deadline has a major impact on this. This is due
to the fact that a large packet size needs more storage and
processing capacity and low service deadline needs min-
imum waiting and processing times. Therefore, we should
make active more servers and exploit their resources for low
latency services. Obviously, increasing the number of users
increases the utilization ratio approximately in a linear form.
From the cost perspective, we can conclude that by increas-
ing the utilization of network resources, the network cost is
also increased, especially in terms of power consumption.
5.2.3 Service Deadline
Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show the total cost of the network
versus different values of the service deadline for various
scenarios. Clearly, the requested service deadline has a
major effect on the utilization of processing and buffering
resources in servers. Form Fig. 7(b), we conclude that for ser-
vices with lower latency requirements, more servers should
be active to process the VNFs of the corresponding services.
That means for providing low latency services, we should
pay more costs in terms of radio and NFV resources. By
increasing the number of servers, the waiting time for each
NF in a NS that it is in queue is minimized, and hence,
server availability and probability of QoS guarantee for
users are increased. For higher latency values in some cases,
one (or two) active server(s) is sufficient. By comparing Fig.
6(b) and Fig. 6(a), we obtain that by reducing the value of the
latency, the network cost increases significantly compared to
the case where the number of users (the numbers of service
requested) increases.
5.3 Benchmark Algorithms
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work (refer to
the related works) tackling the effect of the radio resource on
the NFV-RA. Moreover, we propose the new AC and a new
closed form formulation of NFV scheduling to minimize the
total network cost. This is matched with the E2E network
slicing concept. We compare our work with [3], [37], and
[43] in terms of the proposed solution algorithm design
and framework. Moreover, we compare performance of the
proposed iterative solution of original problem, i.e., (1) with
global optimal for a small scaled network. Details are in the
following.
5.3.1 Comparison with [3]
In [3], the authors propose a greedy algorithm8 [Algorithm
1 of [3]] for VNF placement and scheduling similar to our
algorithm 2. Therefore, we compare our heuristic algorithm
with a modified version of the greedy-based algorithm,
which is proposed in [3]. To avoid confusion with our
proposed greedy-based algorithm and the baseline greedy
algorithm, we use the term heuristic/proposed algorithm
for our algorithm. In the greedy-based search, different ob-
jectives can be considered, for example, minimizing the total
flow time [3]. The greedy-based scheduling and embedding
8. It is worth nothing that in the related works, a greedy-based
algorithm with different criteria is exploited [3], [14], [59].
of the arrived service requests are performed sequentially
based on the greedy criteria. Based on the modified greedy
algorithm to solve sub-problem (18), first, we search the
servers that are appropriate for embedding and then find the
best server by greedy criterion [3]. The steps of the greedy-
based algorithm with the minimum queue time criterion is
stated in Algorithm 3 based on [3].
Algorithm 3: Greedy-based NFV-RA to solve sub-
problem (18) based on [3]
Input: S, F , Ωs, αf
s
m , ρf
s
m , t′(n) = 0, ∀n ∈ N is the last
running time of server n
1 Sort in ascending order all users according to the latency
requirement and write user’s index in U˜T
2 for u=1: U˜T do
3 for m=1:|Ωs| (s is requsted service of user u) do
4 Check processing and buffer constraints, i.e., (14c)
and (13c), and write servers that satisfy them in
set of candidate servers as NCan
5 Sort in ascending order NCan according to greedy
criterion, i.e., the shortest queuing time for
function fsm
6 Select the first rank server and set βf
s
m
u,n = 1 (index
n has first rank in NCan)
7 if m == 1 then
8 t
fsm
u,n = t
′(n)
9 else
10 t
fsm
u,n = max{tf
s
m−1
u,n , t
′(n)} & t′(n) = tfsmu,n + τf
s
m
n
11 Update the last released time of server n
12 Calculate φf
s
m
u =
∑
n′∈N β
fs
m′
u,n′(t
fs
m′
u,n′ + τ
fs
m′
n′ )
13 for u′ ∈ U , u′ 6= u & fs′m′ ∈ Ωu′,s′ do
14 if βf
s′
m
u′,n = 1 & φ
fsm
u ≥ tf
s′
m′
u′,n then
15 x
fsm,f
s′
m′
u,u′ = 1
16 Calculate tf
s
m
u,n according to constraint (13g) &
t′(n) = tf
s
m
u,n
Output: T, X, η, and β
Fig. 8(a) highlights the comparison of the proposed
algorithm with the greedy algorithm [3] from the accep-
tance ratio perspective. As seen, the acceptance ratio of
the heuristic/proposed algorithm is better than the greedy
algorithm in [3]. For a small number of users, the results
of both algorithms are the same. As a reason, since in this
case resource requirements are low, both algorithms accept
almost all users. Moreover, we compare the impact of two
mentioned algorithms on the number of active servers ver-
sus the requested service deadline in Fig. 8(b). As seen, the
number of active servers/VMs in our proposed algorithm
is lower than that of the greedy algorithm. As a reason,
in the greedy algorithm for each NF, the algorithm finds
a server with the lowest queuing time. In some cases, the
algorithm adds servers that are released and have more
processing capacities. While it is possible to satisfy the
latency of other functions without utilizing this server. In
contrast, the heuristic algorithm activates a server when the
previously added servers (activated servers) cannot satisfy
the constraints of the problem and users QoS. More impor-
tantly, in the greedy algorithm, the number of active servers
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is fixed after increasing the values of the service deadlines,
which is the consequence of its server selection policy, which
is based on the queuing time. However, as it could be seen,
in the heuristic algorithm, the number of active servers is
reduced.
To better demonstrate this, we assume that we have
five servers in the network with specific capacities as
[1000 2000 1500 3000 1800] and two service requests with 2
functions with capacity requirements 20 and 40, Rmins = 10
bps/Hz and service deadlines 0.3 and 0.7, respectively.
Based on Algorithm 2, the service finishing time of user
1 is 20×103000 +
40×10
3000 = 0.2 < 0.3 and service finishing
time of user 2 is 0.2 + 20×103000 +
40×10
3000 = 0.4 < 0.7. That
means one active server is sufficient for all users. While
based on the greedy algorithm, the finishing service time
of user 1 is 20×103000 +
40×10
3000 = 0.2 < 0.3 and that of user
2 is 20×102000 +
40×10
2000 = 0.3 < 0.7, since 0.3 < 0.4, the
greedy algorithm selects a server with capacity 2000 instead
of the server with capacity of 3000. As a result, based on
the greedy algorithm, two servers are utilized while in
the proposed algorithm, only one server in both cases is
utilized. Clearly, the greedy algorithm utilizes the servers
inefficiently, and hence, the acceptance ratio is decreased
especially for a large number of users (see Fig. 8(a)).
5.3.2 Comparison With [37]
As mentioned before in the related work, the authors of
[37] aim to minimize the number of nodes hosting the NFs
by considering the QoS and available resource constraints.
We also follow this approach in NFV-RA by optimizing
power and resource block/subcarrier allocation in the radio
part. At the same time, it is reasonable to manage E2E
resources in the context of the network slicing. Therefore,
we consider random and uniform power and subcarrier
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Fig. 8. Comparison with the state of the art method adopted from [3].
allocation, which can be considered for the radio part of [37].
The curves, which represent the results of the comparison,
are illustrated in Fig. 9. As can be seen, our framework out-
performs the related literature in terms of both acceptance
ratio and radio cost. Note that in this comparison, NFV-RA
cost is ignored, and parameters are based on Table 3.
5.3.3 Comparison With [43]
As stated in the related work, the authors in [43] propose
a power minimization problem for cloud-RAN to improve
the energy efficiency by optimizing the states of the com-
puting units (CUs) and radio access units (RAUs) (active or
inactive), RAU-user association, and CU-RAU association9.
However, the formulation of achieved data rate and user
association are rather simplified, due to lack of consider-
ation of the wireless channel and interference on SINR,
and multiplication of the user association variable on date
rate [Eq. (4-6), [43]]. Note that this simplification makes
that the considered network and the optimization problem
be impractical. At the same time, they assume that the
transmission power of an RAU is equally allocated to each
resource block similar to [60]. Moreover, they do not con-
sider the resource block/subcarrier assignment problem and
employ Max-SINR policy. Therefore, their user association is
performed only based on the availability of the bandwidth
on RAUs without considering the effect of channel condition
on these resource blocks. Moreover, our framework has
some key differences compared to [43]. By considering the
objective of minimizing the energy as a cost, we compare
our framework with [43] in terms of optimizing power and
subcarrier allocation. Fig. 10 gives the radio cost (Fig. 10(b))
and acceptance ratio (Fig. 10(a)) versus different number of
users. It illustrates that the proposed framework performs
better in terms of cost and user acceptance. This is because
of optimizing transmit power and subcarrier assignment in
our scenario which have a pivotal role in wireless network
performance and capacity [56], [61].
9. Where the VM of an RAU is assigned to appropriate CU based on
optimization.
5.3.4 Optimality Gap
Another baseline for investigation of the performance of
the proposed solution algorithm is the optimality gap. In
this regard, we adopt the exhaustive search method [56].
Since the complexity of the exhaustive search method is
very high and exponentially grows with the size of the
system parameters, we exploit it for a small scaled network.
The considered parameters and the corresponding solution
methods values are stated in Table 5. The parameters are
based on Tables 4 and 3. Results show that our proposed
algorithm gives approximately a 13.66% optimality gap. It
can be readily noticed that the complexity of the proposed
solution algorithm for the original problem is in the poly-
nomial order compared to the exponential order for the
optimal solution.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an E2E resource allocation
and QoS assurance framework in NFV-enabled networks
for heterogeneous services by realizing the network slicing
paradigm. This is achieved by formulating JRN-RA prob-
lem, in which the aim is to minimize the utilization of the
radio resources in terms of power, spectrum, and the num-
ber of activated servers. To solve the JRN-RA problem, we
proposed the E-AC-ASM algorithm, where the elasticized
problem is divided into three sub-problems, and then, each
of them is solved efficiently. To solve NFV-RA, we proposed
a low complexity greedy-based heuristic algorithm, which
is based on minimizing the number of active servers in
the network. By this scheme, we can reduce the resource
consumption, such as processing, buffering, and power
consumption belonging to each VM.
We evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme
with different parameters, such as QoS parameters, network
resource capacities, and the performance metrics such as
SAR and the number of active servers by numerical re-
sults. Moreover, to verify the performance of the proposed
heuristic algorithm, we compared it with the state of the art
schemes in terms of the number of the active servers and
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TABLE 5
Performance comparison of different solution algorithms
Solution Methods
ASM-
Greedy
ASM-
Proposed
Optimal
Sc
en
ar
io
s Network Cost
(
M = S = 5, N = 10, U = K = 10, Dmaxu = 1.5, R
min
s = 10
)
254 232 217
SAR
(
M = S = 5, U = 40, N = 15,K = 10, Dmaxu = 2, R
min
s = 15
)
0.59 0.64 0.7
Number of Activated server
(
U = 15,M = S = 5,K = 10, Dmaxu = 1, R
min
s = 10
)
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SAR (see Section 5.3). Our simulation results demonstrated
that our solution algorithm outperforms the existing ones.
By simulation and adopting the exhaustive search method,
we investigated the optimality gap of the proposed iterative
solution. We showed that we can achieve about 13.66%
optimality gap with polynomial order of complexity.
At the same time, the isolation guarantee between slices
is challenging and becomes an interest research topic. Since
we studied the bit-level scheduling and E2E resource al-
location, our frameworks are capable to isolate the traffic
between different slices and flow of users. However, the
comprehensive study in these areas focusing on automated
orchestrator is planned for future work.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Remind the objective function of problem (14) as follows:
Λ(P,ρ,η, A) :=
µ1
∑
u∈U
∑
k∈K
ρku + µ1
∑
u∈U
∑
k∈K
pku + µ3
∑
n∈N
ηn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ψ
+W ·A.
We have the following relations between iterations (z is the
iteration number):
Λ
(
P[z],ρ[z],η[z], A[z]
)
= min
P,A
Λ
(
P[z],ρ[z],η[z], A[z]
)
≤ Λ
(
P[z − 1],ρ[z],η[z], A[z − 1]
)
= min
ρ
Λ
(
P[z − 1],ρ[z],η[z], A[z − 1]
)
≤ Λ
(
P[z − 1],ρ[z − 1],η[z], A[z − 1]
)
= min
η
Λ
(
P[z − 1],ρ[z − 1],η[z], A[z − 1]
)
≤ Λ
(
P[z − 1],ρ[z − 1],η[z − 1], A[z − 1]
)
.
This means that the objective function of ASM decreases as
the iteration number increases. There is also a lower bound
(zero) and therefore there must exist a convergent sequence.
In addition, with QoS and ensuring the resource demand
constraints, i.e., (14b)-(14e), the ASM algorithm converges
to a sub-optimal solution which corresponds to the sub-
optimal solution of problem (14).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Algorithm 2 works based on the values of QoS metrics
(Dmaxs and Rs) and capacity requirement of NFs that are
in the requested NSs. For the given system parameters
such as the number of NFs and αf
s
m , just the value of Ru
is variable and depends on the value of the optimization
variables. Therefore the value of it has impact on the value
of η = [ηn] that is output of Algorithm 2. Based on (8)
and server selection policy of Algorithm 2, Ru is directly
proportional to η. Hence, if the value of Ru is fixed or
reduced at each iteration z, i.e., if R(z)u ≤ R(z−1)u , then we
have η(z) ≤ η(z−1). As a result, the proposed algorithm is
monotonic.
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